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THE CHASE 

Fact Sheet 

 
 Title: The Chase 

 Genre:  Drama 

 Logline: The Chase is a story of a group of people with different agenda but has 

the same common goals…is to accomplish their long life dream. However, in the 
process many of them had to face with unexpected challenges. As a result  most 
of them looses tracts in the process and when they realized it; It  was far too late 
to get back on their original path. 

 

 Writer: Eli Mathieu 

 Director:  Malcolm Lee, Joel Schumacher (Suggested)  

 Producers: Gwen Field, Eli Mathieu 

 

 Lead Cast: Andy Garcia, Kate Beckinsale (Suggested) 

 

 Supporting Cast:  Kelly Preston, Katie Holmes (Suggested) 

  

 Budget: $15 M 

 Shooting Location: Albuquerque,  New Mexico, Vancouver Canada 

 

 Start of Production: Summer 2009 

 Financing Structure/Financing Secured:             50% Advance from                             

          Content, including the value of  
           NM rebate 

                 5% Post Production deal 
                 10% Section 181  
        20-25% Equity Missing 

 

 Financial pool and Producer/Talent split: 50:50  

 Sales Agent: Content, UK, USA 

 Sales In Place: TBA                
Bond Company:  IFG  
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SYNOPSIS 
 

Tagline: If you think you must have it all. Think again, and stop chasing. 

 

Fact: Chasing a dream is ideal. Even at a cost, because there’s always a price to pay.  

 

Synopsis   

 
All through life people have been told that they have to be successful to make it but that 

is not always the case. “The Chase” is a film that brings light to how you could be happy 

without chasing success. The movie is set in New York, a city that never sleeps. 

 

The story begins with different families that are challenged with diverse goals. From day 

to day we experience the struggles one must endure to survive in the big city. 

 

A well established medical doctor with his attorney wife is betting his life away so he can 

be known and live like he is rich and famous. He wanted to double his wealth so he took 

a high bid and lost it all. A homeless family has some setbacks and is trying to gain back 

their livelihood but society is making it difficult. They are chasing after the all American 

dream. 

 

Mysteries of wonder develop in the mind of the attorney wife after their child is 

kidnapped. She then takes out her frustrations on the housekeeper who has a troublesome 

daughter visiting her a week prior to the incident. A young and naïve singer is tired and 

frustrated with the outcome of chasing her dream in the big city. A successful middle 

aged woman realizes that success without happiness is not as gratifying as expected.  

 

Many of the characters crucial stories will reveal the essence of defining true success. 

 
Written by:  Eli Mathieu 

 

 
 


